What is SNESE ? What does SNESE do ?
The SNESE (National Association of French
Electronic Subcontracting Firms) is the
representative body of electronic
subcontracting trade in France since 1983.
SNESE is the meeting point of French electronic
subcontracting firms and their partners foreign counterparts, suppliers, contractors -,
and is devoted to :
1
representing the trade to the other
industrial sectors, the socioeconomic "players"
and the administrative and political decision
makers in France and abroad.
This is done by publicising the French electronic

subcontracting trade so that its potential, skills,
prospects and constraints of expansion be
appreciated worldwide.
2
informing people in the field with the
help of publications and by the organisation of
national and international meetings and
missions.
3
defending the professional interests of
all the members. This mission is necessary in
the context of inter-industrial relations,
relations with banks, insurance companies, the
public services or any other partner.

Who can join SNESE ?
Members : all firms involved in long-term and
strategical industrial electronic subcontracting.
The annual fee is index-linked to their annual
turnover.

Associate Members : All individuals, bodies or
firms, which though not involved in electronic
subcontracting themselves, are nonetheless
concerned on several accounts by the business
and its development.

Why join SNESE ?
SNESE provides its members with services and
products which effectively meet their
professional requirements :
1
organising meetings for the electronic
business : discussion lunches every three
months to discuss main topics, assignments
abroad to keep abreast of new trends and other
working methods, participation in trade fairs.
2
keeping up-to-date : with the
"Catalogue of Electronic Subcontracting", "the
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SNESE Newsletter" exclusively reserved for
members in addition to economic research,
SNESE members benefit from "hot" news and
analysis to meet theirs needs.
3
members are afforded the opportunity
to obtain preferential rates with Consultants in
finances, marketing, business communication,
commercial strategy, trade fair communication,
...
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How can you join SNESE ?
Please contact the SNESE Communication department :
phone : +33 (0)2 98 95 17 20
fax : +33 (0)2 98 64 32 78
22, rue du Parc – BP 1425 - F 29104 QUIMPER CEDEX- FRANCE
and ask for Richard CRETIER personally.
www.snese.com

snese@copilote.com
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